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SEPARATION PROPERTIES FOR SELF-SIMILAR SETS

ANDREAS SCHIEF

(Communicated by Andrew Bruckner)

Abstract. Given a self-similar set K in W we prove that the strong open set

condition and the open set condition are both equivalent to Ha(K) > 0, where

a is the similarity dimension of K and H" denotes the Hausdorff measure of

this dimension. As an application we show for the case a = s that K possesses

inner points iff it is not a Lebesgue null set.

0. Introduction

In the study of fractal geometry, the first simple examples arise in the follow-

ing manner: Given 7Y contracting similitudes / , i = I,... , N, on W there

exists a unique nonempty compact K such that K = \jf=l /(AT), a so-called
self-similar fractal. The first observation in this context is that the similarity

dimension a and the Hausdorff dimension of K (all terms are made precise

in §1) coincide if the "pieces" fiiK) are pairwise disjoint. This result remains
true if the pieces have only "small overlap", which is sometimes called "just
touching". To describe this separation property Hutchinson gave the following
definition: the open set condition (OSC) is fulfilled iff there is a nonempty open

set G such that the sets f(G) are disjoint and contained in G. Since the
intersection of G and K may be empty, Lalley strengthened the definition as
follows: the strong open set condition (SOSC) holds iff furthermore GnK ¿ 0.
Then the following chain of implications is well known [3, 4, 6, 7]

SOSC => OSC => HaiK) >0=>dimK = a

(by Ha wemeantheHausdorffmeasureandby dim the Hausdorff dimension).

An example due to Mattila clarifies that the last implication may not be inverted:
Take a nonconnected Sierpinski gasket in R2, i.e., for z = 1, 2, 3 set /(x) =

x, + (x-x,)/3 with xi =0, x2 = (1, 0), and x3 = (1/2, l/2-\/3). This fractal
K obviously fulfills the SOSC with a = 1. Therefore (see [3, 4]), Lebesgue
almost all projections on a one-dimensional subspace of R2 (which are again

self-similar sets) have dimension 1 but zero Ü1 measure.
The question whether the other implications are equivalences was open. So

several efforts were made to reduce in certain theorems the assumption SOSC
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to OSC (see, e.g., [5]) or to give other characterizations for the positivity of

HaiK). Bandt and Graf developed in [1] an algebraic condition which is equiv-

alent to HaiK) > 0. Their paper was the starting point of this investigation,

which will show that the first two implications are really equivalences.
Finally we will give an application of the main theorem to get in the case

a = s the following proposition: K has interior points iff K is not a Lebesgue

null set. The question whether in the "overlapping" case a > s each self-similar

set with positive Lebesgue measure possesses interior points remains open.

1. Notation and definitions

We consider W (s > 1) with the Euclidean metric d. The Hausdorff metric
on closed subsets of W is denoted by the same letter. We set D(F, K) =
inf{ii(x ,y):xeF, y £ K} for subsets F and K of W . Ac abbreviates the

complement of A and A the closure. t/(e, x) is the open e-neighborhood of

x , and U(e, F) — U{^(e, x) : x G F} . The Lebesgue measure is denoted by
X and the Hausdorff measure of dimension a by Ha .

Given JVeNfa now similitudes fx, ... , fN : W —> W with Lipschitz con-
stants /•, g]0, 1[, i.e., for x, y G W, d(f(x), f(y)) = r¡dix, y) holds. Let

K be the unique compact and nonempty set such that K = [jf=l f¡iK).

We denote by J' the set of all finite vectors i = (z'i,..., i„) £ {1,..., TV}"
with n > 0. The length of (ix,... , i„) is denoted by |i| = n. Given i and

j = Ui, ■■■ , jm) we abbreviate ij = (ix, ... , in, jx, ... , jm) ■ i and j are

incomparable if there exists no k such that i = jk or j = ik.

The following abbreviations are important

A = Ao--ofitt,    Ki = fi(K),    r, = r(1.../v

Furthermore, set rmax = max{ri,... ,rn} and rmin = min{ri,... ,rn}. a is

the unique solution of Ylf=i rf = I . Finally we endow Q = {1, ... , 7Y}N with
the product- cr-field and the canonical product measure

N     \i=l /

where e, denotes the Dirac measure in point i. The image measure of P under

the mapping

ß 9 (Ín)nZN "  üm f(h ,...,,:.)(0) G K

will be called p.

(1.1) Definition. We say that (fx, ... , /#) (or, not completely correct, K)

fulfills the open set condition (OSC) iff there exists an open nonempty set G

such that the sets f(G), 1 < i < N, are pairwise disjoint and all contained in

G. If G n K ¿ 0 the strong OSC (SOSC) is fulfilled.

Note that without any further assumption Ha(K) < oo holds for any self-

similar set (cf. [6, p. 735]).

2. The theorem

We start with the crucial implication. It has to be mentioned that the obser-

vation that y < oo in the following proof is due to [1]. Nevertheless, we give

the proof for the sake of completeness.
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(2.1)   Theorem. If Ha(K) > 0 then the strong open set condition is fulfilled.

Proof. First of all, since the constants r¡ may be different, we have to give the
following abbreviation: given 1 > b > 0 we set

Ib = {i = (ii,..., in) :r¡<b< >•(,•,...,„_,)} •

The elements of I¡, are obviously incomparable and fulfill K = \JieI K\, where

the K\ are copies of K of "approximately equal size".

(1) Let x > 0. Then there exist open sets Ux, ... ,Un such that

n

U:={jUiDK
i=i

and
n

^(diam Ui)a <(l+ xa)Ha(K).

i=i

Let ô = D(K, Uc). We prove that for all incomparable i, j such that r¡ > xr¡

holds
rf(#,,Äj)>«Jr,.

Otherwise, since clearly D(K\, fi(U)c) — ôrx, we get K¡ c f\(U). This implies

Ha(K)rf(l + Xa) < Ha(K)(rf + rf) = Ha(K¡) + Ha(K¡)

= ü«(ü:iUA:j)<¿(diam^(í7í)r
i=i

n

= Yl^(diamUi)a < Ha(K)tf(l + xa),
i=i

which is a contradiction. (The second to last inequality is a consequence of [1,

Proposition 3], and the second equality may be seen as follows: Let m be the
maximal length of i and j. Then the equality

£ Ha(Kk) = £ Ha(K)rî = Ha(K)

|k|=m |k|=m

implies that the intersection of two of these atoms is an üa-null set.)

(2) Let 1/3 > e > 0. We abbreviate (assuming without loss of generality

diamAT to be small enough to ensure diamtr^ < 1)

Gk = U(erk, .rît),    7(k) = {i G idiamGt :KinGtl¿0},   and   y = sup#ik
k

(where # C denotes the cardinality of C). We prove y < oo .
Since r¡ > brmiD > r¡rmin holds for i, j G i¿, we may and do apply (1) for

x = '"min to get ô > 0 such that d(Kt, K¡) >ôrx for arbitrary b and different

i, j G i¿ . This in turn implies the existence of y £ K such that

(*) d(fi(y),fi(y))>ôri.

Given another point z £ K such that d(y, z) < <5rmin/3 we get d(fi(y), f\(z))

< rxô/3 and d(f¡(y), f\(z)) < rjfJrmin/3 < r¡r5/3, so (*) holds also for z with

S/3 instead of S.  So we fix a finite set Z c K whose 3/3 neighborhood
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covers K. Then for all k and all different i, j G i(k) there exists z G Z such
that

d(fi(z),fi(z))>ôri/3>ôdrmiD/3

(where d :— diam Gk).
Intending to apply Ramsey's Theorem [2], we fix z g Z and consider I c

i(k) such that for two members of I the fixed z fulfills the above inequality.

All we have to do is to show that # I is bounded by a constant independent

of k. First we observe that the sets U(ôdrmin/6, f(z)), i g i, are disjoint

and contained in {/(diamATj + ôdrmin/6, Gk) • This implies (using Lebesgue
measure)

#       (d + 2ridiamK + ôdrmin/3y     f 1+ 2diamK+ ôrmin/3\s

(ôdrmin/3y - \ ¿zWn J   ■

(3) Now choose k such that y = #i(k). We show for arbitrary j

i(jk) = {ji:iGi(k)}.

By maximality, we only have to show "d". But this is clear since 0 ^ K\ n Gk
implies

0 ¿ fi(Ki n Gk) = fi(Ki) n ¿(Gk) = Kxi n J5(C/(erk, Kk))

= Kn n i7(erjk, A») = Ají n Gjk.

Now let I ^ jx. Since K¡ is covered by {Kx : 1 G idiam cjk » A = i} we

immediately get

D(KXii,Ki) >e/-jk.

(4) Now we are in a position to define the desired separating open set

U={jG¡k,

where G* = i/(er./2, KX). We get ^k c G¿ c t/, for each i (cf. (3))

fi(U)= \Jfi(G¡k)= IjGfacU,
¡es jes

and finally for each i ^ j

f(U)nfj(U) = 0.

Indeed, if not, there are i and j such that G*ik n G*jk # 0 and /-¿¡k > rjiXi. If y

is an element of this intersection, there exist yx £ Kiik and y2 £ Kj}k such that

d(y,yx) < er;ik/2 and d(y,y2) < erjv/2. We get d(yx,y2) < eriik; hence,
D(Kiik, Kj) < er/ik, which contradicts (3).   D

(2.2)   Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent.

(i) SOSC holds with an open set U such that p(U) = 1.

(ii) SOSC.
(iii) OSC.
(iv)   HaiK)>0.

(v) For each e > 0, y < oo /lo/ifo.

(vi) T/We exz'ste e > 0 swc/z that y < oo.
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Proof. The implications (i) =>• (ii) => (iii) and (v) => (vi) are trivial; (iii) => (iv)
is standard; and (iv) => (v) is included in the above proof. For the remaining

implication (vi) => (i) just set (continuing the proof above) m — |k|, U„ —

U|j|=mn Gfc , and q = piKk). The inequality

ß f ( U U„ j    j  < P((li.Ím) ¿ k.(I(/-1)«+1 , • • • , Urn) Í k) = (1 -9)'

completes the proof.   D

(2.3)   Corollary. Lei a = i.   77zen Ä" contains interior points if and only if

X(K)>0.

Proof. (1) Obviously only one implication requires a proof. Assume X(K) > 0,

which means Ha(K) > 0, so by Theorem (2.1) we have an open set U fulfilling

the requirements of the OSC. Setting G = U n U( 1, K) we get a bounded open

set with this property.

(2) We now prove G c K. An easy calculation yields

x((jfi(G)\=YjX(fi(G)) = YàrsiX(G)=X(G),
\i=l J 1=1 1=1

which implies at once that the open set G\U£Li f(G) is empty. Hence G =

UL, fi(G). Therefore,

(jfi(G) = ()fiW) = \Jfi(G) = G,
i=i ;=i i=i

and, by the uniqueness of K, G = K.   D
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